
E10

This leaflet shows you how to
make cards like these

Butterfly Card
Wings: pipe cleaners
Body: foam shape
Antennae: pipe cleaners

Hints:
Start by making the wings.
To make large wings: Twist 2 pipe cleaners 
together at one end to make a longer pipe cleaner.  
Coil this round (see diagram) and stick onto the card.  
Make a second large wing in the same way. Coil just one 
pipe cleaner to make smaller wings.
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Collect all the pieces to make the card. Lay them on a 
card to make sure they fit before sticking them in place. 
Decorate the card with gemstones and sequins.

The notes below show you which components you 
should use if you want to follow the illustrations and 
make all the cards. 

Rabbit Card
Body, Head and Legs: 
4 large pink poms
Paws: 2 smaller pink poms
Ears: foam shapes
Whiskers: pipe cleaners

Pompom Flower Card
Pot: foam shape
Stem: pipe cleaner
Leaves: foam shapes
Flower centre: large pompom
Petals: smaller poms

Princess Card
Head, Dress, Hair, Arms, 
Hands: foam sheets
Wand: pipe cleaner

Hints: Stick the dress onto the card first 
before adding the head and the hair.
Add arms, hands, and face.
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